Dear Federation of Young European Greens,
dear delegates of the General Assembly,
We, the association Budoucí, hereby want to introduce our organization to all of you and make a
case for our application to the status of Candidate Organization of FYEG.
Our organization is based in the Czech Republic, and you may be familiar with many of our
members. After the electoral debacles of the Czech Green Party, it has been going through a shift
towards the centre, started by the coalition for the EU parliament with right-wing conservatives.
A large group of active young greens felt the endless reform attempts were in vain, and thus we
decided to part ways with the GP and CYG.
The political movement Budoucnost (Future) was founded around that time with the aim to
unite left-wing progressives in our notably fractured country. Based on the ideals of economic
justice, workplace democracy and environmental policies working for and not against
working-class people, the movement was able to mobilize and engage many people all the way
from green NGOs to labour unionists.
After a long time, we saw a chance for socially and climatically just politics and finally a party
structure which we could form and engage in without stigmatization and repression. Thus, in
the summer we formed a youth organization of this movement, confident in entering the public
debate and making our voice heard. Because, as all of you from FYEG are well aware, it’s our
fucking future. Budoucí (The Forthcoming) are firmly set on advocating for a just transition, an
end to the plutocracy, standing up for all marginalized groups and youth rights under our
mother movement.
And we believe that these ideals, aims and goals of ours are fully aligned with those of FYEG. We
hope that you consider our application for a candidate organization and that we can finally make
our voice heard here in the Czech Republic, and make sure that we start accomplishing what
many of you already have under FYEG in your own countries and parties.
For the Executive Committee of Budoucí,
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